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A B S T R A C T

A direct-forcing immersed boundary (DFIB) method with a virtual force is used to investigate the vortex-induced
vibration (VIV) of an elastically mounted sphere in uniform flow at a moderate Reynolds number. A novel method
is investigated to control VIV of an elastically mounted sphere by placing a small fixed sphere inline in tandem
arrangement. The numerical method is validated by comparisons with previously published results for flow past a
stationary sphere and for VIV phenomena. The influence of the small sphere diameter and the gap between the
spheres on VIV are studied through an analysis of the hydrodynamic force coefficients, sphere responses, vortex
shedding modes and energy efficiency. Regression analysis is conducted to propose mathematical relations for
estimating the maximum values of hydrodynamic force coefficients and amplitude ratio. This study proves the
capability of the DFIB model for investigating VIV of a sphere. It is also found that the small fixed sphere upstream
increases the lift coefficient and amplitude ratio of the vibrating sphere while the drag coefficient is reduced.
Furthermore, the energy efficiency of VIV of the sphere is found to be increased by up to three times due to the
upstream small fixed sphere.
1. Introduction

1.1. Vortex-induced vibration

In science and engineering fields, interaction between fluid and
structure is very common. Extensive research on this phenomenon has
been conducted in the last decade. Vortex-induced vibration (VIV) is one
of many phenomena caused by fluid-structure interactions (FSI). VIV is
the oscillatory response generated by unsteady hydrodynamic forces due
to the alternate vortices shed downstream of the immersed solid body in
fluid flow.

Applications of VIV involve widespread engineering design cases such
as structural design in civil engineering, aircraft design in aerospace
engineering, development of water transportation in marine and ocean
engineering, as well as the development of energy extraction technology.
Depending on the application, this phenomenon can be an engineering
challenge or a source of renewable energy. Tall narrow structures such as
industrial chimneys in close proximity are considered to be at risk from
VIV. Recently, various studies have been conducted to develop energy
generation devices that utilize vortex from FSI such as Vortex Induced
Vibration Aquatic Clean Energy (VIVACE) (Bernitsas et al., 2008;
J. Chern).
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Bernitsas and Raghavan, 2011) and bladeless aerogenerator vortex.
Consequently, it is very useful to conduct further research to provide new
insight on how to increase the energy produced by the VIV phenomenon
or reduce the impact of damage caused by it.

VIV has the potential to cause major structural failures but also pro-
vides an innovative opportunity as renewable energy source. Many
studies have been conducted to investigate large-amplitude oscillations
to minimize the effects of the flow-induced vibrations to prevent struc-
ture failures. VIV is caused by unsteady hydrodynamic forces arising from
the alternate vortex shedding behind the solid body immersed in fluid
flow. This phenomenon could lead to lock-in/synchronization, which
may cause the failure of the structure, especially for the resonance case.
Therefore, VIV has led to a large number of fundamental studies in
published literature such as Sarpkaya (1979), Bearman (1984), Parkin-
son (1989) and Williamson and Govardhan (2004). Studies on VIV have
been done numerically as well as experimentally, especially for the case
of elastically mounted circular cylinder. Some studies that have been
done numerically include Willden and Graham (2001), Yamamoto et al.
(2004), Violette et al. (2007), Borazjani and Sotiropoulos (2009) and
Bourguet et al. (2011). VIV of a circular cylinder has been investigated
experimentally by Khalak and Williamson (1997) and Assi et al. (2006).
Experimental studies on VIV of a tethered sphere have been conducted by
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Nomenclature

€Y non-dimensional transverse acceleration of sphere
_Y non-dimensional transverse velocity of sphere
f* non-dimensional virtual force
u non-dimensional fluid velocity
us non-dimensional velocity of solid
Re Reynolds number, usD=ν
A*
y non-dimensional amplitude ratio in the transverse direction

C damping coefficient, N � s �m�1

CD drag force coefficient
CL lift force coefficient
D non-dimensional diameter of the rigid body (large sphere)
dsmall non-dimensional diameter of the small fixed sphere
E energy efficiency
F non-dimensional total force
f * frequency ratio
fN non-dimensional natural frequency of structure
fV non-dimensional frequency of vortex shedding
k structural stiffness, N �m�1

m* mass ratio
mr non-dimensional reduced mass
ms structural mass of solid, kg
N number of grids
n number of sub-grids

p non-dimensional pressure
R non-dimensional radius of the rigid body (large sphere)
t time, s
t* non-dimensional time
U*
R non-dimensional reduced velocity

U∞ non-dimensional free stream velocity
x;y; z three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates
xr non-dimensional re-circulation length
xgap non-dimensional gap between the rigid body and the small

fixed sphere
Y non-dimensional transverse displacement
χ displacement of the body
€χ acceleration of the body
_χ velocity of the body
η volume of solid function
ν kinematic viscosity of fluid, m2 � s�1

ρ non-dimensional density
ξ volume of solid function for sub-grid method
ζ non-dimensional structure damping ratio
* intermediate time step level
m time step level
f Fluid
s Solid
rms root mean square value
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Govardhan and Williamson (1997) and Govardhan and Williamson
(2005). Govardhan and Williamson (2005) also investigated a sphere
constrained to move only in the transverse direction. Williamson and
Govardhan (2004) and Sarpkaya (2004) have conducted comprehensive
reviews on such VIV studies.

In addition, research on similar phenomena for two tandem circular
cylinders has also been widely conducted, which is more commonly
known by wake-induced vibration (WIV). In contrast with VIV, where the
vibrations are only caused by the vortex shedding behind the solid body,
the WIV phenomenon has an additional force caused by vortex shedding
in front of the solid body (Assi, 2014). Alam et al. (2003) did an exper-
imental study of fluctuating fluid forces acting on two circular cylinders
in tandem arrangement at a sub-critical Reynolds number. Based on their
conclusions, placement of a cylinder of same size in front of another
cylinder can increase the fluctuating lift and drag coefficient values of the
downstream cylinder by two times or more than those for a single cyl-
inder. Similar to the experimental investigations of Alam et al. (2003),
Mysa et al. (2016) conducted a numerical study of the wake-induced
vibrations for two tandem circular cylinders at low Reynolds number
by varying the upstream cylinder diameter. Their study also shows a
larger value of lift coefficient and amplitude ratio when an object of
similar size is placed in front of a solid body. Nevertheless, the more
complex, three-dimensional problem of a freely oscillating sphere in a
flow has been discussed in only a few investigations.

Govardhan and Williamson (2005) carried out an experimental study
on VIV of a sphere. In their study, they varied the mass ratio m* for
moderate Reynolds numbers between 2000 and 12,000. Based on their
work, the amplitude ratio in the lock-in regime is found to increase when
the mass-damping parameter is decreased. At the lower value of Re ¼
300, Behara et al. (2011) conducted a numerical investigation for VIV of
an elastically mounted sphere with three degrees of freedom and studied
the hysteresis and vortex shedding modes. This study is performed by
varying reduced velocity U*

R ¼ 4� 6:9 to systematically investigate the
effect on the ensuing three-dimensional vibrations. The authors find that,
depending upon the excitation mechanism, two different modes of vortex
shedding can emerge for the same value of U*

R, namely the hairpin and
2

the spiral modes. Subsequently, Behara and Sotiropoulos (2016) inves-
tigated the effects of Reynolds number (Re ¼ 300� 1000) and reduced
velocity on the modal transition from spiral to hairpin modes.

Investigations on VIV of sphere in the low Reynolds numbers range
(Re ¼ 300 to 800) has also been done by Rajamuni et al. (2018b). Unlike
the flow configurations of Behara et al. (2011) and Behara and Sotir-
opoulos (2016) at Re ¼ 300, the sphere in the work of Rajamuni et al.
(2018b) is only allowed to move freely in the transverse direction. The
response curve in this study was also similar to that observed by Behara
et al. (2011) for similar Reynolds number and similar mass ratio (m* ¼
3.8197) in the reduced velocity range of U*

R ¼ 4� 6:9. Furthermore,
Rajamuni et al. (2019) continued their study to make a comparison of the
response of three degrees of freedom and one degree of freedom systems
at a higher Reynolds number (Re ¼ 2000). They observed that the
maximum amplitude for three degree-of-freedom (DOF) was 0.6 di-
ameters but for 1-DOF, it was 0.8 diameters.

Researchers have investigated different ways of controlling the flow
over a rigidly mounted body. Several passive and active control tech-
niques that usually modify some part of the body geometry or provide it
some forced oscillations have been reviewed by Choi et al. (2008).
Similarly, researchers have also used novel methods to control VIV of a
sphere, especially the use of rotating spheres. Sareen et al. (2018)
investigated the effects of sphere rotation on VIV experimentally while
Rajamuni et al. (2018a) conducted a similar study numerically. Both of
them found that VIV could be completely suppressed at higher rotation
rates. McQueen et al. (2018) conducted experiments to study the effect of
sinusoidal sphere rotations on its VIV and incorporated a closed-loop
controller to optimize the direction of rotation for minimizing VIV.
Later, they conducted a detailed investigation into the response of the
sphere using an imposed feedback control (McQueen et al., 2020). Chen
et al. (2020) conducted experiments to study VIV suppression of a cyl-
inder using a passive-jet flow control method while Ishihara and Li
(2020) conducted a numerical investigation of VIV suppression of a
cylinder using helical wires.

There is an opportunity to investigate the response of the sphere in
the wake of a smaller rigid-body upstream. This could be another method
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to control the VIV of a sphere, which is explored in the present work.

1.2. Direct-forcing immersed boundary method

The immersed boundary (IB) method is an emerging simulation
technique for analyzing the interaction between fluid and structure. The
immersed boundary method was first introduced by Peskin (1972). This
method represents the fluid with an Eulerian grid and the structure with a
Lagrangian grid and uses a Dirac delta function as a separator between
the two. This method was introduced as an alternative to the more widely
used body-fitted methods. A major advantage of this method in com-
parison to the body-fitted method is that with IB a higher numerical
scheme can be applied as it uses the much simpler Cartesian grid.
Moreover, this method does not require re-meshing at each time step for
simulation of moving objects. Cartesian grids also offer a much better
orthogonality with respect to body-fitted methods, which improves the
stability of the solution as well as its accuracy. Nevertheless, for objects
with more complex geometries, body-fitted methods are easier to use.

Mohd-Yusof (1996) introduced an alternative IB method called the
direct-forcing method. This method uses a forcing term determined by
the difference between the interpolated velocities on the boundary points
and the desired boundary velocities. Instead of using a velocity inter-
polation to distribute the force from a Lagrangian grid to an Eulerian
grid, Chern et al. (2014) used the so-called volume of solid (VOS) func-
tion to link the force in the FSI. Later, a function of η was introduced by
Chern et al. (2015) to represent the volume fraction of solid in a cell. η ¼
1 if the grid cell is occupied by the solid, whereas it is zero if it is filled
with fluid. A virtual force term (f*) is used in the momentum equation to
account for the effects of FSI.

1.3. Present study

The present work uses the same methodology as Chern et al. (2015)
for simulation of FSI to study the use of a small fixed sphere upstream
inline in tandem arrangement for controlling the VIV of a sphere. The
effect of the size of smaller sphere and the gap between them is also
investigated. A finer grid size is applied around the solid object. Firstly
the three-dimensional flow past a sphere is studied to validate the
in-house developed solver. Next the transverse vibration of the sphere is
investigated to compare with published results of VIV phenomena for
spheres. Finally, a smaller fixed sphere is placed upstream of the trans-
versely vibrating sphere to study whether the size of the smaller sphere
and the gap between the two can be used control VIV of the larger sphere.

The in-house solver was developed in Cþþ. Parallelization using
OpenMP and a non-uniform grid are used to reduce the computational
time. Simulations were run using Dell T630 workstations with 20 cores
each consisting of an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650v3 (2.30 GHz).

The next section will describe the adopted numerical method and
Fig. 1. Schematic of three-dimensional flow past an oscillating sphere downstream o
sphere (without vibration and without an upstream smaller sphere) and a single vib
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mathematical models. The third section will present the validation and
numerical sensitivity studies as well as the main findings of the present
work. The last section discusses conclusions and future possibilities.

2. Mathematical and numerical model

Three kinds of cases are investigated in the present study. The first
case is three-dimensional flow past a sphere. This case is considered for
validation of the in-house developed computational solver in Cþþ. The
second case is the transverse vibration of a sphere to compare the
computational solver results for VIV phenomenon of a sphere with pre-
viously published literature. The parameters that are compared with
previous studies include amplitude ratio (A*

y), frequency ratio (f *), the

hydrodynamic force coefficients (CD and CL;rms) and the vortex shedding
modes. Finally the main problem of the present investigation is dis-
cussed, which is a sphere’s transverse vibration behind a smaller fixed
sphere, as explained visually in Fig. 1. A detailed analysis is conducted by
varying the diameter of the smaller fixed sphere and the gap between the
two spheres. The parameters considered for investigation are amplitude
ratio (A*

y), frequency ratio (f *), hydrodynamic force coefficients (CD and
CL;rms), as well as energy efficiency (E) and vortex shedding modes.

Handling complex geometries while maintaining a sufficiently fast
execution time is highly desirable in computational fluid dynamics. The
immersed boundary method can use simple Cartesian grids to model
complex geometries and thus, avoid the time spent on re-meshing about a
moving body at every timestep. In the present study, a type of direct-
forcing method is utilized to establish the proposed immersed bound-
ary of the sphere(s). In order to solve the interaction between fluids and
solids, a virtual force is added to incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,
which are solved using the finite volume method.

This work uses direct-forcing immersed boundary (DFIB) in the same
manner as presented by Chern et al. (2015) and Chern et al. (2018),
which has been successfully utilized for investigation of FSI including
VIV problems. This will be explained further in section 2.2. For analysis
of VIV phenomena, the approach adopted by Govardhan and Williamson
(2005) and Chern et al. (2012) has been used.

2.1. Governing equations

The continuity eq. (1), momentum eq. (2) and rigid-body motion eq.
(3) are utilized. The non-dimensionalized governing equations for an
incompressible Newtonian fluid can be expressed as follows:

r �u ¼ 0; (1)

∂u
∂t* þr � ðuuÞ¼ �rpþ 1

Re
r2uþ f*; (2)
f a small fixed sphere. This figure is also applicable for the cases of a single fixed
rating sphere (without smaller upstream sphere).
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ms€χþ c _χ þ kχ ¼ FðtÞ; (3)

where u, t*, and p represent the fluid flow velocity, time and pressure,
respectively. Reynolds number (Re) is given by U∞D=ν, where U∞ is the
inlet velocity, D is the sphere diameter (large sphere subject to VIV
phenomenon) and ν is the kinematic viscosity of fluid. f* represents the
virtual force applied only to the solids. ms, c, k and F in the rigid-body
motion eq. (3) represent mass of the solid body, the damping coeffi-
cient, the spring constant and the total force as a function of time,
respectively, while χ, _χ and €χ indicate the displacement, velocity and
acceleration of the body, respectively.

2.2. Direct-forcing immersed boundary method

DFIB method has been used to analyze the interactions between fluid
and solid. For an object undergoing oscillations, a large number of grids
may be required to resolve its motion accurately using a Cartesian grid. In
the present work, this issue is tackled using the subgrid method, which
can accurately model the moving solid object without the need to in-
crease grid numbers of the base grid.

In order to distinguish between fluid and solid, the current approach
uses a variable, η, to represent the volume of solid (VOS), which is
calculated for every cell in the computational domain. The maximum
value of η is 1, which refers to a cell completely occupied by the solid
object as shown in cell number 2 in Fig. 2 (b). Conversely, the minimum
value of η is 0, which means the cell lies entirely in the fluid region as
represented by cell number 1 of Fig. 2(b). Fig. 2(a) visually describes the
algorithmic steps that must be undertaken to determine the VOS or η.

Referring to Fig. 2, Dm;n;o is the distance measured from the center of a
Fig. 2. Description of the sub-grid method; (a) flow chart of the steps involved in the
sub-cells to determine ξ.
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sphere to the center of a cell. If Dm;n;o is greater than the radius of the
sphere, R, then the VOS value of the cell is zero. Conversely, if Dm;n;o is
less than R, the VOS value of the cell is equal to 1. But both of these
conditions can only be applied when the difference between Dm;n;o and R
is greater than one half the diagonal of a cell (see Fig. 2(a), step number
3). If this condition is not fulfilled for a cell then it is possible that the cell
lies at the intersection of the solid and fluid domains (cell number 3 and 4
in Fig. 2(b)) in which case, use of the sub-grid method is preferable.

The distance di;j;k is measured from the center of the sphere to the
center of a sub-cell. The same criterion as applied to Dm;n;o is also used
here. The VOS for sub-cell, represented by ξ, is equal to 1 if di;j;k is less
than R and zero for vice versa. After calculating ξ for each sub-cell, an
average of all the sub-cell ξ values will give the value of η for the whole
cell (see Fig. 2(a)). Not employing the sub-grid method in the vicinity of
the solid sphere boundary will lead to a coarse body profile as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The sub-grid method will produce a finer outline closer to the
actual spherical shape as displayed in Fig. 3(b), without the need to
modify the grid size of the computational domain.

Once the VOS is obtained, we can proceed to solve the governing
equations. Firstly, the governing equations are discretized (eq. (2)) using
the quadratic upstream interpolation for convective kinematics (QUICK)
scheme proposed by Leonard (1979). A staggered grid is used in the
present study. For the temporal term, the Adams-Bashforth scheme is
applied. Using the projection method, the first intermediate velocity (u*)
is determined without the pressure gradient and virtual force term as
follows

u* ¼ um þ Δt
�

1
Re

� r2u�ruu
�m

: (4)
calculation of VOS, (b) illustration of cells to determine η, and (c) illustration of



Fig. 3. Comparison of sphere profile (a) without sub-grid method and (b) with sub-grid method.
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The next step involves solving the pressure Poisson equation using the
continuity equation (eq. (1)) to find the second intermediate velocity
(u**),

u** ¼ u* �rpmþ
1
2Δt: (5)

The current study makes use of Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR)
method to solve the pressure Poisson equation. Once the second inter-
mediate velocity (u**) has been determined, the final corrected velocity is
calculated by considering the virtual force (f*) to account for VOS,

f* ¼ η
umþ1
s � u**

Δt
; (6)

and

umþ1 ¼ ηumþ1
s þ ð1� ηÞu**; (7)

where umþ1
s represents solid motion velocity. The total force (F) that

occurs on the rigid-body at a certain time is given by

F¼ �
ZZZ

Ωs

ηf*dV : (8)

2.3. Equations of motion of the rigid-body

The rigid-body motion needs to be analyzed to determine the velocity
of sphere motion and the sphere position at every time step. As the sphere
is restrained in two directions, its motion is only in the transverse di-
rection. Non-dimensionalizing the governing equation of rigid-body
motion (eq. (3)), the following equation can be obtained for the y-
Table 1
Dimensionless variables for rigid-body motion equations.

Time t* tU∞

D
Displacement Y dy

D
Mass ratio m* ms

1
6
πρf D

3

Reduced velocity U*
R

U∞

fnD
Structure damping ratio ζ c

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
msk

p
Drag force coefficient CD Fx

1
2
ρf U

2
∞ðπD2=4Þ

Lift force coefficient CL Fy
1
2
ρf U

2
∞ðπD2=4Þ

5

direction.

€Y þ 4πζ
U*

R

_Y þ
�
2π
U*

R

�2

Y ¼ 3CLðt*Þ
4m* ; (9)

where €Y , _Y and Y are the normalized acceleration, velocity and
displacement of the sphere’s center in the transverse direction. Table 1 is
a complete description of the dimensionless variables used in eq. (9). The
rigid-body motion is described by a second-derivative equation. In the
present work, we used a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to solve this
equation numerically.

D is the dimensionless characteristic length of the rigid-body, which,
in this case, is the diameter of the transversely vibrating sphere. The
variable dy represents the displacement of the sphere’s center in the y-
direction. Mass ratio is the ratio between rigid-body mass, ms, and the
mass of fluid with the same spherical volume. The mass of fluid can be
calculated using 1

6 πρf D
3 where ρf is the density of fluid. Reduced ve-

locity, U*
R, is ratio of the force exerted by fluid on the structure and the

elastic restoring force of the structure. We know from the work of Feng
(1968), a regime of normalized velocity (U*

R) takes place when the
oscillation frequency of the sphere coincides with the frequency vortices
formed behind it. In real-world applications, the value ofU*

R is affected by
the structure of the rigid-body.

The VIV phenomena can be investigated by using average drag co-
efficient (CD), root mean square of lift coefficient (CL;rms), frequency ratio
(f *), amplitude ratio in the transverse direction (A*

y) and energy effi-
ciency (E), as shown in Table 2. fV and fN are the static body vortex
shedding frequency and the natural frequency of the system, respec-
tively. A value of f * close to 1 generally indicates that any rigid-body
vibrations occurring are caused by the vortex shedding behind the
rigid-body, which is a sphere in this case. PF�B is the energy involved in
the VIV phenomena whereas PF is the total energy of the fluid flow over
the rigid-body.
Table 2
Evaluation parameters of VIV phenomena.

Amplitude ratio (y-direction) A*
y

ffiffiffi
2

p �
Yrms

D

�

Frequency ratio f * fV
fN

Energy efficiency E PF�B

PF
PF�B 1

T

Z T

0
Fy €Ydt

PF 1
8
ρπd2U3

∞



Table 3
The boundary conditions and initial conditions.

Wall u v w p

North 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
South 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
East du=dx ¼ 0.0 dv=dx ¼ 0.0 dw=dx ¼ 0.0 dp=dn ¼ 0.0
West 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Front 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Back 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Initial condition 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 4
Grid independence test results for the flow past a stationary sphere using Re ¼
50.

Grid A Grid B Grid C Grid D

Number of grids 1,051,875 1,423,325 1,636,200 2,120,000
Δt 1:0� 10�4 7:5� 10�5 6:0� 10�5 5:0� 10�5

Smallest Δxi 0.066 0.05 0.04 0.033
Final time step 2:7� 105 3:44� 105 5:87� 105 7:12� 105

CD 1.70 1.62 1.563 1.561

Table 5
Comparison of drag coefficient and re-circulation length at Re ¼ 50.

Authors CD xr

Taneda (1956) – 0.445
Johnson and Patel (1999) 1.558 0.413
Roos and Willmarth (1971) 1.558 –

Tomboulides et al. (1993) – 0.405
Present study 1.563 0.433
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3. Results and discussion

Out of the three cases, the first case of flow past a sphere was
investigated to validate the in-house developed solver. In the second
case, numerical simulations were conducted on the phenomenon of
transverse VIV of a sphere for comparison with previous studies. For the
third case, a small stationary sphere is placed upstream of the larger
vibrating sphere and the effects of the small sphere on VIV of larger
sphere were studied by varying the diameter of the small sphere (dsmall)
and the gap between the two (xgap). All simulations were started with the
sphere at rest position. This means that the reduced velocity or any of the
parameters were not changed during the simulation and new simulations
were run for each case. The parameters used to analyze the VIV phe-
nomena are drag coefficient, lift coefficient, amplitude ratio, frequency
ratio, efficiency energy and velocity profile behind a small stationary
sphere. Before a discussion of the VIV phenomena for the second and
third cases, the validation of the solver and numerical sensitivity studies
are discussed.

3.1. Validation and numerical sensitivity studies

Validation studies for the solver ensure that the in-house developed
solver can produce correct results, while numerical sensitivity studies
aim to obtain the optimal parameters for the investigation, especially the
values of Δx for the grid and the time step Δt. The cases of flow past a
Fig. 4. Vorticity con
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stationary sphere as well as the vibrating sphere are considered. First,
validation is conducted for flow past a sphere at Re ¼ 50. This case aims
to test the convergence of the solver and prove the suitability of the coded
DFIB method for the 3D case. Earlier studies have shown that flow past a
sphere is steady only up to Re ¼ 210 approximately (Tomboulides et al.,
1993). Therefore, a lesser value of Re ¼ 50 was chosen for validation of
the steady case for direct comparison with published literature.

The schematic of the computational domain for the case of flow past a
sphere at Re ¼ 50 is similar to that shown in Fig. 1 (without the smaller
sphere and VIV) and the boundary conditions are presented in Table 3. A
grid independence test is carried out to find the optimal grid for the
investigation. Finer grids will provide more accurate results but take a
longer computational time. At this stage, four variations of the number of
grids are tested, namely the grids A, B, C and D as presented in Table 4.
Grid independence test is conducted by a comparison of the results after
grid refinement, while considering the CFL number. This also means that
the finer the grid the smaller Δt must be. These tests were performed for
non-uniform grids selected optimally for the problem under consider-
ation by decreasing the grid size around the sphere.

The results of the grid independence test are shown in Table 4. Using
the value of drag coefficient to analyze the independence of the grid, Grid
C is found to be optimal after comparison with published literature. The
re-circulation length (xr) and drag coefficient (CD) are compared with
previous studies and presented in Table 5 for the vorticity contours of
Fig. 4. In general, the results shown in this study are quite similar to
previous studies.

The validation of the developed code for VIV phenomena is based on
the parameters used by Behara et al. (2011). The parameters and
boundary conditions used for the transversely vibrating motion of the
sphere at Re ¼ 300 are presented in Table 6 and Table 3, respectively.
The computational domain is similar to that shown in Fig. 1 (without the
smaller sphere). Similar to the stationary sphere case, the validation in
the case of VIV phenomenon also begins with the grid independence test
to obtain optimal results before comparison with published studies. The
results of this grid independence test are presented in Table 7. Grid L was
eventually selected (shown in Fig. 5) as further refinement of the grid did
not lead to significant improvement in results. With parallelization using
OpenMP, this grid took almost 3 days to solve using the hardware
described in section 1.3. There are only a few studies that have been done
for VIV phenomenon at Re ¼ 300. For the present work, the results are
compared with those of Behara et al. (2011) and Rajamuni et al. (2018b).
The validation was conducted at a reduced velocity of 6.0 because it is
observed from both the previous studies that the maximum amplitude
ratio occurs at U*

R ¼ 6:0.
Table 8 presents a comparison of drag coefficient (CD), lift coefficient

(CL;rms), amplitude ratio in the transverse direction (A*
y) and frequency

ratio (f *) with previous studies. Based on this comparison, it can be seen
that the average of drag coefficient, amplitude ratio and frequency ratio
are close to previous results. However, the root mean square value of the
lift coefficient (Crms

L ) is different from the results of Behara et al. (2011)
but quite close to those of Rajamuni et al. (2018b).
3.2. Transverse vibration of a single sphere

The same parameters, computational domain and boundary
tours, Re ¼ 50 .



Table 6
Transverse vibrating motion parameters.

Mass ratio (m*) Re Reduced velocity (U*
R) ζ

3.82 300 6.0 0.0

Table 7
Grid independence test results for the transverse vibration of the sphere using
similar parameter values as Behara et al. (2011).

Grid K Grid L Grid M

Number of grids 193,600 865,208 1,820,216
Δt 1:6� 10�3 8:0� 10�4 6:5� 10�4

Smallest Δxi 0.1 0.05 0.04
Final time step 2:0� 105 3:75� 105 5:00� 105

CD 0.8101 0.78769 0.7834
CL;rms 0.2313 0.31597 0.3118
f * 0.8152 0.84397 0.8339

A*
y 0.2522 0.31597 0.3221

Table 8
Comparison of drag coefficient, lift coefficient, amplitude ratio and frequency
ratio for transverse vibration at Re ¼ 300.

Authors CD CL;rms A*
y f *

Behara and Sotiropoulos (2016) 0.752325 0.085821 0.330754 0.9397
Rajamuni et al. (2018b) 0.837287 0.2598 0.3620 –

Present study 0.78769 0.31597 0.31597 0.84397
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conditions are used as those for validation. An analysis of the variation of
reduced velocity is also conducted. The parameters used in this case are
in accordance with the work of Behara et al. (2011) (see Table 6) with
variation of reduced velocity from 3.5 to 9.0. Similar parameters were
used by Rajamuni et al. (2018b).

3.2.1. Sphere responses
In this case, the rigid-body in the problem is a single sphere that is free

to oscillate transverse to the flow in y-direction. The case schematic, VIV
parameters and boundary conditions are exactly the same as those during
validation of VIV. However, a range of values for reduced velocity have
been used. Validation case is conducted for U*

R ¼ 6:0, while further
analysis requires the variation of U*

R from 3.5 to 9.0. This allows us to
examine the effects of reduced velocity on the system and identify the
lock-in regime. Fig. 6(a) shows the values of amplitude ratio with vari-
ations in reduced velocity. In addition, comparison between the present
study and the results of previous studies, namely Behara et al. (2011),
Behara and Sotiropoulos (2016) and Rajamuni et al. (2018b), can also be
seen in Fig. 6(a).
Fig. 5. Grid L tested during the grid independence analysis and adopted for the
rest of the study.
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In their study, Behara et al. (2011) represent mass with the structural
mass of solid,ms ¼ 2:0, which is equivalent to a mass ratio of m* ¼ 3:82.
Meanwhile, Rajamuni uses the same approach in this regard as the pre-
sent study. For the current investigation, the maximum amplitude ratio
occurs at U*

R ¼ 5:6 while the lock-in regime starts close to U*
R ¼ 5:0.

From Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that the maximum amplitude of vibration
lies in the same range as previous studies. The beginning of the lock-in
regime, characterized by high vibration amplitudes, is close to the
work of Behara et al. (2011) and Behara and Sotiropoulos (2016). A
possible reason for the difference in results between the present study
and those of Rajamuni et al. (2018b) is blockage ratio. Rajamuni et al.
(2018b) conducted their analysis for a very large computational domain
with respect to the sphere, leading to a very small blockage ratio. How-
ever, most published numerical studies do not use such large computa-
tional domains. Considering the trend of frequency ratio in the present
study, it is also similar to the results of Behara et al. (2011) as shown in
Fig. 6(b). An increase in reduced velocity leads to an increase in the
frequency ratio. Calculation of f * uses FFT analysis. After the onset of
VIV, the frequency ratio ranges from 0.79 to 0.93 or close to 1 with no
stream velocity in the y-direction, which shows that the oscillation of the
sphere is caused by vortex shedding behind the sphere.

3.2.2. Vortex shedding modes
A discussion of the visualization of vortex shedding occurring due to

the VIV phenomenon for a single sphere is now discussed. The visuali-
zation is achieved using the method of Q-criterion, developed by Hunt
et al. (1988). The Q-criterion value adopted in the present work is 0.001.
As shown in Fig. 7, four values of reduced velocity have been used, i.e.
4.0, 5.0, 5.6 and 9.0. U*

R ¼ 4:0 was selected to analyze the vortices before
the onset of the lock-in regime and it is observed that the type of vortex
shedding occurring at this stage is also in the hairpin shedding mode
regime, as per the terminology used in earlier studies. The height of the
vortex shedding mode (distance between the positive y-direction and
negative y-direction of the vortex structures) is quite small because the
vibrations that occur are also very small or almost non-existent.

As U*
R increases to 5.0, the vibrations get progressively larger (see

Fig. 7(b)) eventually leading to the lock-in regime. The hairpin vortex
shedding mode is still in effect with larger vortex structures until
reaching the peak amplitude point at U*

R ¼ 5:6 (see Fig. 7(c)). This mode
also occurred in previous studies conducted by Behara et al. (2011) and
Rajamuni et al. (2018b). After reaching the peak amplitude ratio (A*

y),
the vortex shedding mode transforms from hairpin mode to a wake that is
quite similar to that of a fixed sphere. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 7(d).
The transition of vortex sheddingmodes also occurred in previous studies
(Govardhan and Williamson, 2005; Behara et al., 2011; Rajamuni et al.,
2018b). Since the sphere in the present study is restrained to move only
in the transverse direction, a true spiral mode of vortex-shedding is not
possible.

The time histories of normalized transverse amplitudes are shown in
Fig. 8. At first the rigid-body was in a stationary position but with the
passage of time due to the vortex shedding behind the it, it began to
vibrate in the transverse direction. The vibration of the rigid-body con-
tinues to increase until at a certain point its amplitude stops increasing
further and the movement of the rigid-body becomes identically repeti-
tive. An that time the lock-in regime is said to have begun. In addition,



Fig. 6. Variation of (a) amplitude ratio (A*
y) and (b) frequency ratio (f *) in the transverse direction against reduced velocity, U*

R.
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the occurrence of the lock-in regimes is also influenced by the value of U*
R

as can be seen in Fig. 8(a), as atU*
R ¼ 4:0 the vibration of the rigid-body is

quite small and it can be concluded that the lock-in regime does not
occur. The case of U*

R ¼ 5:6 in Fig. 8(c), where the lock-in regime began
at t* ¼ 169:5, requires a shorter time to achieve lock-in than the case of
U*
R ¼ 5:0 shown in Fig. 8(c), where lock-in onset occurred at t* ¼ 225:0.

As stated earlier, the peak point of amplitude ratio occurs at U*
R ¼ 5:6. In

general, with increase in U*
R after the maximum amplitude ratio, the

amplitude ratio decreases gradually and the lock-in regime occurs at
earlier times. For the U*

R ¼ 9:0 case in Fig. 8(d), the lock-in regime occurs
earlier at t* ¼ 44:72.

3.2.3. Force analyses
Fig. 9(a) shows the comparison of average drag force in the present

study with previous studies. The results of the present study generally
appear to be in close agreement with existing literature. The trend of the
graph with increase in U*

R is also exactly the same. Before the onset of the
lock-in regime, the value of the average drag coefficient CD is stable, as in
previous studies. The rise in CD values starts at the onset of the lock-in
regime and reaches a maximum around the point when the sphere ach-
ieves its maximum vibration before gradually declining until the end of
the lock-in regime. Unlike the CDgraph, the maximum for CL;rms shown in
Fig. 7. Vortex shedding of a sphere visualized by Q-criterion (Hunt et al., 1988) wi
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Fig. 9(b) occurs at the onset of the lock-in regime. Before lock-in regime,
the values of CL;rms are almost zero and after the peak value, CL;rms de-
creases gradually until the end of the lock-in regime. In comparison to
previously published literature (Behara et al., 2011; Behara and Sotir-
opoulos, 2016; Rajamuni et al., 2018b), the maximum value of CL;rms in
the present study is higher than others and consequently, the rate of
decline is also steeper. However, the overall trend of the curve is mostly
the same.

The present results for the single sphere are in good agreement with
the published literature. Apart from validating the current in-house
developed code, this also confirms the suitability of the current model
and use of direct-forcing immersed boundary method to study 3D VIV
phenomenon for a sphere.
3.3. Transverse vibration of a sphere downstream of a smaller fixed sphere

Having examined the results of simulations for a single sphere, now
the effects of adding a smaller fixed sphere before the larger sphere are
discussed. Parameters and boundary conditions (see Tables 3 and 6) in
this case are exactly same with those of the single sphere case. The dif-
ference is the addition of a smaller fixed sphere in front of the vibrating
rigid-body. Computational domain for this case can be seen in Fig. 1. The
investigation also analyzes the effects of variation of gap between the
th variation of reduced velocity; (a) U*
R ¼ 4:0, (b) U*

R ¼ 5:0, (c) U*
R ¼ 5:6, (d)



Fig. 8. Time histories of the normalized transverse displacement for different values of reduced velocity; (a) U*
R ¼ 4:0, (b) U*

R ¼ 5:0, (c) U*
R ¼ 5:6, (d) U*

R ¼ 9:0.
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spheres (xgap) and the diameter of the smaller sphere (dsmall). The
investigated values of xgap are 0:1D;0:3D; 0:5D and 0:7D, while dsmall

values are 0:1D; 0:2D;0:3D and 0:4D, where D is the diameter of the
larger sphere. The analysis of this case also includes sphere responses,
vortex shedding modes, time histories of the normalized transverse
displacement as well as the hydrodynamic force measurements in the
transverse and inline directions.

3.3.1. Sphere responses
The parameters used to discuss sphere response are amplitude ratio

(A*
y) and frequency ratio (f *). As the sphere is restrained in other di-

rections, the amplitude ratio measured in this study was is only for the
transverse y-direction (see Table 2). Meanwhile, the frequency ratio is
obtained from FFT analysis. Fig. 10(a) shows the variation of amplitude
9

ratio with different smaller sphere diameters while the gap between the
spheres is fixed at xgap ¼ 0:1D. The results show that the addition of the
smaller sphere upstream of the rigid-body can lead to larger amplitude
ratios of the rigid-body. Moreover, the greater the value of dsmall, the
larger is the amplitude ratio. Hence, it can be concluded that the VIV of
the sphere becomes stronger due to the upstream smaller sphere. This
seems to be due to the effect of wake-induced vibrations (WIV) described
in section 1.1. Earlier research (Alam et al., 2003; Mysa et al., 2016)
explains that an elastic object undergoes WIV when it is placed down-
stream within the wake of another object. The vibrating behavior of the
downstream object among the two tandem objects increases rapidly in
comparison to the vibration of an isolated object undergoing resonant
VIV (Assi, 2014). Assi et al. (2010) described the interference of the flow
between two identical objects placed in front of one another, even when



Fig. 9. Variation of (a) average drag coefficient (CD) and (b) root mean square of lift coefficient (CL;rms) in the transverse direction against reduced velocity U*
R.
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the gap between them is increased to up to 20 diameters. They have
described how the vortices of the upstream body can cause
high-amplitude vibrations of the downstream object. In the present
study, the same effect appears to exist for non-identical objects, specif-
ically when the upstream object is a sphere of a much smaller diameter
and remains fixed. In fact, the peak amplitude ratio of the largest up-
stream sphere considered having size dsmall ¼ 0:4D is twice the amplitude
ratios of the case with no upstream sphere.

The overall trend for all values of dsmall in Fig. 10(a) is largely the
same, even though the amplitude ratios for the largest two dsmall values
do not drop to zero for the investigated reduced velocities. This also
sheds light on another aspect of the VIV behavior. The lock-in regime
onsets earlier as the size of dsmall is increased and remains in effect for a
greater range of reduced velocities, for dsmall � 0:2D. Therefore, the
introduction and increase in the size of the upstream smaller sphere
enhances the amplitude ratio of VIV as well as the range of the lock-in
regime with respect to reduced velocity.

From Fig. 10(b), it can be deduced that the VIV frequency ratio is
largely unaffected by the introduction of the smaller sphere upstream
with only slight changes in it for the different dsmall values. Except for the
largest value of dsmall ¼ 0:4D, the frequency ratios for all other cases with
the smaller sphere coincide in the initial part of the curve. However,
Fig. 10. Variation of (a) amplitude ratio (A*
y), (b) frequency ratio (f *), in the transv
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focusing on the trend with increasing reduced velocity as shown in the
inset figure, it is observed that smaller diameters of the upstream sphere
lead to larger frequency ratios for the vibrating sphere and the highest
values are attained for the case without the smaller sphere. Generally, the
values of f * are less than one but the values of frequency ratio tend to be
lower at larger dsmall, perhaps because in these cases, the vibrations
produced by vortex shedding behind the larger fixed sphere are unrelated
to the enhanced WIV phenomenon caused by the small sphere.

The variable of xgap, the distance between the spheres, also affects the
magnitude of the amplitude ratio, as observed in Fig. 11. As the gap
between the spheres increases, the impact of WIV phenomenon from the
upstream smaller fixed sphere is reduced, leading to lower amplitude
ratios of the vibrating sphere for a given reduced velocity, and the lowest
is observed for the case without the sphere. The onset of the lock-in
regime is only slightly affected by variation in xgap. Both of these ob-
servations inform the view that the closer the smaller sphere is to the
larger one, the greater influence it will have on the VIV of the larger
sphere.

The effect of variation of xgap on the frequency ratio (f *) is not too
significant as the curves for all cases with the smaller upstream sphere
mostly coincide, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Looking at the inset figure
though, a slight decrease in the frequency ratio is observed for greater
erse direction for different small sphere diameters against reduced velocity U*
R .



Fig. 11. Variation of (a) amplitude ratio (A*
y), (b) frequency ratio (f *), in the transverse direction for different values of the gap between the spheres, against reduced

velocity U*
R.
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distances xgap between the spheres indicating the reduced impact of WIV
phenomenon from the upstream small sphere, though no clear trend is
discernible.

Summing up the amplitude response of the sphere, we can gather
from the results that the amplitude increases rapidly with reduced ve-
locity at the onset of synchronization in all the cases. It remains relatively
high during the synchronization regime, before gradually decreasing as
the synchronization/lock-in ends. Placing a small sphere upstream hav-
ing any diameter dsmall increases the oscillating sphere’s amplitude uni-
versally. However, the larger the dsmall, the greater will be the amplitude.
On the other hand, the amplitude tends to increase as the smaller fixed
sphere is brought closer to the oscillating sphere (xgap is decreased).
However, the smallest value of xgap ¼ 0:1D gives similar results to the
Fig. 12. Vortex shedding of the spheres visualized using Q-criterion (Hunt et al., 1988
two reduced velocities: the reduced velocity at peak point amplitude ratio (maximu
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case for xgap ¼ 0:3D in the beginning of the synchronization regime while
toward its end, the amplitude for the case of xgap ¼ 0:1D falls rapidly.
Such behavior indicates that there maybe an optimum distance between
the spheres to enhance the amplitude but it needs to be investigated
further.

3.3.2. Vortex shedding modes
Fig. 12 visualizes the vortex shedding using Q-criterion (Hunt et al.,

1988) so that the evolution of vortex shedding modes can be assessed for
different values of xgap and dsmall. Three different combinations are
selected for comparison. The first combination is for xgap ¼ 0:1D and
dsmall ¼ 0:2D. In the second combination, the distance between the
spheres is the same constant but a larger diameter of the smaller sphere is
) with variation of gap between the spheres and the smaller sphere’s diameter at
m A*

y) and after the peak amplitude ratio (U*
R ¼ 9:0).
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considered so that xgap ¼ 0:1D and dsmall ¼ 0:4D. For the final combi-
nation, the diameter of the smaller sphere is the same as in the first
combination but the gap between the spheres has been increased so that
xgap ¼ 0:7D and dsmall ¼ 0:2D. Visualization of the vortex shedding for
each of these combinations is presented at two different reduced veloc-
ities; the reduced velocity at peak amplitude ratio and a reduced velocity
after the peak amplitude ratio (U*

R ¼ 9:0), which is the maximum
reduced velocity investigated in the present study.

The first combination (xgap ¼ 0:1D and dsmall ¼ 0:2D) is shown in
Fig. 12(a) at the maximum amplitude ratio, where the type of vortex
shedding is almost the same as that encountered behind a single sphere,
namely the hairpin mode, which remained in effect for the single sphere
from small vibration amplitudes at low reduced velocities to the
maximum amplitude ratio at higher reduced velocities. It is reasonable to
assume that even behind a small fixed sphere, the vortex shedding of the
vibrating larger sphere would be in the hairpin mode at the smaller
amplitudes too. After the lock-in regime, the vortex shedding for a single
sphere (see Fig. 7) transformed from hairpin mode to a wake similar to
that of a fixed sphere. The same phenomenon can be observed here in
Fig. 12(d) where the vortex shedding mode transforms after the lock-in
regime has ended (refer to Fig. 10). Therefore, the addition of a
smaller fixed sphere upstream does not influence the type of vortex
shedding modes.

For the second combination (xgap ¼ 0:1D and dsmall ¼ 0:4D) shown in
Fig. 12(b), the vortex shedding patterns are quite similar to the hairpin
mode of the first combination. Note that the reduced velocity considered
here is higher at U*

R ¼ 7:0 to coincide with the maximum vibration
amplitude for this case. After the peak amplitude, atU*

R ¼ 9:0, the vortex
shedding height is reduced (Fig. 12(e)), though the mode is still hairpin
because the vibrations are still sufficiently high. The hairpin mode dis-
appeared in the first combination because of the end of the lock-in
regime. Here, however, the lock-in regime still persists at U*

R ¼ 9:0, as
is also clear in Fig. 10.

The last combination (xgap ¼ 0:7D and dsmall ¼ 0:2D) has the same
dsmall as the first combination but a greater distance xgap between the
spheres. A similar vortex shedding pattern with hairpin mode can be seen
in Fig. 12(c) at the peak amplitude ratio occurring atU*

R ¼ 6:0. ForU*
R ¼

9:0, the lower amplitude ratio means that the vortex shedding patterns
are smaller in size but slightly more elongated at the higher reduced
velocity. However, the amplitude ratio is still sufficiently high due to the
lock-in effect (see Fig. 11), which is why the vortex shedding is still in
hairpin mode. Nevertheless, the impact of the smaller fixed sphere on the
vortex shedding patterns of the larger sphere appear to be minimal for all
combinations of xgap and dsmall and hence, it can be reasonably assumed
that within the ranges of these variables investigated in this study, the
vortex shedding modes of a vibrating sphere behind a fixed smaller ob-
ject will follow the same behavior as that of a single vibrating sphere but
the height of the vortex structures would be larger as the presence of the
smaller sphere upstream leads to larger vibration amplitudes (A*

y).
Fig. 13 presents a close-up of the spheres during vortex shedding for

different values of xgap and dsmall. The same combinations were selected
Fig. 13. Detailed close-up of the spheres during vortex shedding of the vibrating sphe
different values of xgap and dsmall.
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as those discussed above for Fig. 12, at the respective reduced velocities
corresponding to their maximum amplitude ratios. Clear vortices can be
seen developing behind the smaller fixed sphere. For the first two com-
binations in Fig. 13(a) and (b), the gap between the spheres is the same.
Although the developed vortices are small, they immediately impact the
larger sphere and contribute their force to its oscillations.

Conversely, in the final combination having a larger gap, the vortex
produced by the smaller sphere is not immediately received by the larger
sphere, which could lead to some of its energy getting dissipated to the
surrounding flow. Consequently, the decrease in vibration amplitudes
with increasing gap between the spheres observed in Fig. 11 can be
explained by some of the energy from the smaller sphere’s vortices get-
ting dissipated to the surrounding flow. On the other hand, the upstream
fixed sphere having a larger diameter will produce greater vortex shed-
ding and the energy contributed to the vibration of the larger sphere will
also be greater, as can be deduced from the increasing vibration ampli-
tudes with respect to dsmall shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 14 presents the time histories of the normalized transverse vi-
bration of the vibrating sphere at the respectiveU*

R corresponding to peak
amplitude ratios for different sizes of upstream small spheres. In addition
to the increase in vibration amplitudes for larger sizes of upstream
spheres, the time taken for the onset of the lock-in regime is also longer
for larger dsmall values.

Similarly, Fig. 15 displays the time histories of the normalized
transverse vibration of the vibrating sphere at the respective U*

R corre-
sponding to peak amplitude ratios for different distances between the
spheres. Although a similar increase in the time required for onset of the
lock-in regime can be observed with increasing values of xgap, the time
difference between the cases is quite small.

3.3.3. Force analyses
The parameters used for force analyses are average drag force coef-

ficient (CD) and root mean square of lift force coefficient (CL;rms). Both the
parameters have been selected for this study due to their significant in-
fluence on VIV behavior of the sphere. Drag force coefficient represents
the force generated by the fluid flow in the x-direction while lift force
coefficient represents the forces occurring in the transverse y-direction
due to oscillations of the rigid-body.

Fig. 16(a) shows the variation of average drag coefficient with respect
to U*

R for four different dsmall values, as well as without the small sphere.
Considering the curve for the case without a smaller sphere, the drag
forces are observed to rise rapidly with the onset of the lock-in regime,
which is consistent with published literature as discussed in section 3.2.3.
All the cases with a small fixed sphere upstream generally have lower
values of average drag coefficient in comparison to the case without the
smaller sphere due to the effect of the vortex shedding behind the smaller
sphere. Also, a general trend can be observed where the increase in the
size of the fixed sphere upstream leads to an even lower drag force on the
vibrating sphere. But the differences in drag forces between the case
without the sphere and other cases with the sphere are much larger for
the reduced velocities before the onset of the lock-in regime. After the
re behind a smaller fixed sphere, visualized by Q-criterion (Hunt et al., 1988), for



Fig. 14. Time histories of the normalized transverse displacement of the large sphere at the peak amplitude ratios for different upstream small sphere diameters; (a)
dsmall ¼ 0:1D, (b) dsmall ¼ 0:2D, (c) dsmall ¼ 0:3D and (d) dsmall ¼ 0:4D.
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onset of the lock-in regime, these differences are notably smaller. A
possible explanation is that before the onset of the lock-in regime, the low
amplitude vibration allows the larger sphere to remain in the wake of the
smaller fixed sphere, where it encounters lesser drag forces. But after the
onset of the lock-in regime, the larger amplitude vibrations of the larger
sphere only allow it in the wake of the smaller fixed sphere for much
shorter time periods. Hence, during the lock-in regime, the average drag
force on the vibrating sphere approaches closer to the drag force expe-
rienced by it when there was no fixed upstream sphere. As the influence
of the lock-in regime on the vibration amplitude appears to diminish at
U*
r ¼ 9:0, the difference between the values of drag force coefficient for

the case without the fixed sphere and cases with the fixed sphere diverges
13
again. This highlights the limitation of the small fixed sphere in this re-
gard, which can only influence the drag forces on the vibrating sphere at
positions where the vibrating sphere is in its wake.

For the lift coefficient shown in Fig. 16(b), the values before the onset
of the lock-in regime are negligible, which is why the sphere only has
small amplitudes of vibration in this flow regime (see Fig. 10(a)). How-
ever, with the onset of the lock-in regime, an abrupt rise in lift coefficient
to peak value is observed for all cases, with or without the upstream fixed
sphere. Nevertheless, as expected, the lift coefficient is higher for the
cases with the small sphere upstream. Moreover, the larger the size of the
fixed sphere upstream, the larger is the lift coefficient, which naturally
leads to higher amplitudes of vibration in the transverse direction, as



Fig. 15. Time histories of the normalized transverse displacement of the large sphere at the peak amplitude ratios for different gaps between the spheres; (a) xgap ¼
0:1D, (b) xgap ¼ 0:3D, (c) xgap ¼ 0:5D and (d) xgap ¼ 0:7D.
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discussed in section 3.3.1. This is another confirmation of the effect of the
size of the upstream fixed sphere on the vibration of the larger sphere.
The lift coefficient values decrease with higher reduced velocities as the
lock-in region ends.

A similar trend is observed with Fig. 17(a). Before the onset of the
lock-in regime, steady drag forces are observed with increasing reduced
velocities, though the cases with an upstream fixed sphere have lower
drag forces and the greater the gap between the sphere, the lower is the
observed drag force. After the onset of the lock-in regime, the drag forces
increase and then decrease with further increase in reduced velocities.
However, the cases with the small sphere upstream generally exhibit
lower drag forces. Moreover, even during the lock-in regime, the greater
the gap between the spheres, the lower is the value of the drag force. This
14
phenomenon may be a consequence of the fact that as we move further
away from the fixed sphere, the effect of its wake disperses over a larger
area and a vibrating sphere is influenced for greater time intervals when
the gap between the spheres is larger.

Referring to Fig. 17(b), we observe the same negligible lift co-
efficients before the onset of the lock-in regime as seen in Fig. 16(b). A
similar abrupt rise in lift coefficients is observed with the onset of the
lock-in regime and eventually the lift coefficients decrease toward initial
values as reduced velocities are increased further. However, the highest
lift coefficients are observed for the case with the smallest gap between
the spheres. This is consistent with the observations of Fig. 11(a) where
the largest amplitudes of vibration were observed for the cases with the
smallest gap between the spheres. The lift coefficients and vibration



Fig. 16. Variation of (a) average drag coefficient (CD) and (b) root mean square of lift coefficient (CL;rms) against U*
R for different values of dsmall.
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amplitudes of the vibrating sphere are the largest when the small fixed
sphere is closest to it. Therefore, the wake of the small sphere reduces the
drag forces (x-direction) on the vibrating sphere while increasing the lift
forces (y-direction) acting upon it.
3.4. Energy efficiency of VIV phenomena

As the discussion of the previous sections indicates, the addition of an
upstream sphere can lead to greater lift coefficients for the vibrating
sphere and greater amplitudes, especially in the lock-in regime. There-
fore, this could prove useful for energy conversion devices such as vortex
bladeless aerogenerator and Vortex Induced Vibrations Aquatic Clean
Energy (VIVACE). One of the important parameters to consider for such
devices is energy efficiency, which reflects the proportion of energy that
can be converted usefully through the VIV phenomenon.

The trends observed for the amplitude ratio are also observed here to
a large extent, as shown in Fig. 18. For all cases, the presence of the fixed
sphere upstream increases the energy conversion efficiency significantly
when compared to the case without any fixed sphere. Moreover, as the
size of the upstream sphere is increased, the energy efficiency increases,
especially during the lock-in regime where the difference in efficiency is
quite significant (see Fig. 18(a)). Moreover, the range of reduced
Fig. 17. Variation of (a) average drag coefficient (CD) and (b) root mean s
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velocities exhibiting higher efficiency is also increased for larger dsmall, as
for amplitude ratio shown in Fig. 10(a). On the other hand, decreasing
the distance between the spheres mostly increases the energy efficiency
(see Fig. 18(b)). But the highest efficiency in this figure is achieved for
the case of xgap ¼ 0:3D rather than xgap ¼ 0:1D, which suggests that there
maybe an optimum value for the distance between the spheres that could
be identified using a larger number of test cases. Also, there is a clear
peak for energy efficiency for all tested cases occurring at U*

R ¼ 5:4,
which generally lies between the peak points for A*

y and CL;rms. The
highest energy efficiency that can be achieved among the tested cases
using a smaller fixed sphere approaches 22% for dsmall ¼ 0:4D and xgap ¼
0:1D, whereas, the maximum energy efficiency with a single sphere is
only 7:2%. Therefore, it can be concluded that the addition of a smaller
fixed sphere upstream can enhance the energy efficiency to a large
extent, in this case by almost three times.

Investigation of energy efficiency of VIV at low Reynolds numbers is
lacking in published literature. Bernitsas et al. (2009) tested VIVACE
device consisting of a circular cylinder in VIV at high damping and Re �
105 and found the overall efficiency for the tested case to be 22% with a
maximum peak efficiency of 30.8%. For their case, they determined the
theoretical upper limit of the efficiency to be 36.63%.

It must be noted here that the efficiency of VIV depends on multiple
quare of lift coefficient (CL;rms) against U*
R for different values of xgap.



Fig. 18. Variation of energy efficiency with reduced velocity by (a) increasing the small fixed sphere diameters and (b) gap between fixed and moving sphere.

Fig. 19. Variation of the maximum values of the VIV parameters with (a) diameter of the small sphere, and (b) the distance between the two spheres, along with
estimated regression lines. The prediction functions and values of R2 are also shown on the figure for each of the parameters in both the cases.
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parameters including the shape, Re and structural parameters. For
example, Barrero-Gil et al. (2012) conducted a parametric analysis of
energy extraction from VIV (conducted for Re � 1000) and found the
energy efficiency to be dependent on mass and damping parameters as
well as Reynolds number.
3.5. Regression analysis for estimation of the effects of the small fixed
sphere

In order to investigate the effects of the small fixed sphere on the
various VIV parameters of a sphere, a regression analysis was conducted
based on sphere responses and force analyses.

The influence of dsmall and xgap on the trends of the maximum values
of average drag coefficient, root mean square of lift coefficient and
amplitude ratio are represented in Fig. 19. The strength of the relation-
ship between the dependent parameters (CD, CL;rms and A*

y) and the in-
dependent variables dsmall and xgap can be assessed from the respective
values of R2 shown in the figure. The R2 values listed in Fig. 19(a)
indicate a strong dependence of CL;rms on dsmall but CD and A*

y are
dependent on it to lesser extents, respectively. Analyzing Fig. 19(b), we
notice that the dependence of all the parameters on xgap is of a similar
nature. Moreover, the maximum values for each of the parameters can be
expected to decrease as the distance between the spheres increases.

The trends shown in Fig. 19 are influenced by the size of the smaller
fixed sphere and the gap between the two spheres. It should be noted that
this figure only analyzes the maximum values of CD, CL;rms and A*

y .
Regression line equations, which can be used to predict the maximum
values are also listed for each of the parameters in both the cases.

In Table 9, the regression line equations have been tested with two
randomly selected cases and the output values are compared against
numerical solutions. For this purpose, another set of numerical solutions
were obtained using the developed solver and the regression line equa-
tions were applied to the results of the single sphere case to conduct this
comparison. From the comparison of values obtained for the two cases,
the output of the regression line equations was found to be close to the
results from the numerical solutions. Hence, these equations can be
useful for estimating themaximum values of the parameters when a small
fixed sphere is placed upstream, especially for the range of values of
parameters used in this study. Further investigations may be used to
improve the accuracy of the equations over a broader range.

4. Conclusions

The vortex-induced vibration of an elastically mounted sphere in the
transverse direction is studied numerically using direct-forcing immersed
boundary method for three different cases. The first case of flow past a
sphere at Re ¼ 50 is considered for the validation of the in-house nu-
merical solver and it is found to be appropriate for usage in other cases.
This is confirmed by the comparison of CD and xr with previous studies
(see Table 5).

The second case, transverse vibration of a sphere, is also a validation
case but it aims to verify the solver’s capability to handle VIV using DFIB
method. With the same parameters and problem description as in earlier
Table 9
Comparison of the output of regression line equations with the numerical solu-
tion for two randomly selected cases.

Case Method CD CL;rms A*
y

Numerical solution
1 dsmall ¼ 0:15D; xgap ¼ 0:5D 0.7417 0.592 0.366
2 dsmall ¼ 0:25D; xgap ¼ 0:15D 0.7753 0.760 0.439

Regression line equations
1 dsmall ¼ 0:15D; xgap ¼ 0:5D 0.7716 0.593 0.369
2 dsmall ¼ 0:25D; xgap ¼ 0:15D 0.7809 0.784 0.468
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studies (Behara et al., 2011; Rajamuni et al., 2018b), it is shown that the
results obtained from the present study are in close agreement
(A*

y ; CD; CL;rms; f * and vortex shedding mode) with them. Based on the
results of the second case of VIV problem (6), it is found that the reduced
velocity (U*

R) has a large influence on flow characteristics and sphere
behavior. The f * is close to 1 and the lift and drag force coefficients
display behavior similar to those in earlier studies, thus validating the
solver as well as the adequacy of the chosen model and DFIB for inves-
tigation of VIV problems.

The third case investigates the effects of a small fixed sphere in front
of the vibrating sphere in tandem inline arrangement, with a variation of
small sphere diameters (dsmall) and the gap between the spheres (xgap).
Based on the sphere response, the amplitude ratio increases with dsmall.
This enhancement in vibration is identified as likely to have been influ-
enced by the wake-induced vibration (WIV) caused by the smaller
sphere.

The distance between the spheres is also identified as regulating the
WIV phenomenon obtained from the wake of the small fixed sphere. The
greater the value of xgap, the lesser is the effect of small sphere’s WIV on
the downstream vibrating sphere, as seen by a decrease in amplitude
ratio at larger xgap values. A similar trend can be observed in force ana-
lyses as the value of lift coefficient is increased by the presence of the
small sphere in front of the rigid-body. The increase in lift coefficient is
much greater for larger diameters of the fixed upstream sphere and it is
also greater when the distance between the spheres is lesser. It is
observed that the wake of the small sphere appears to enhance the lift
forces acting on the vibrating sphere, leading to larger amplitudes of
vibration, but diminishes the drag forces.

For diameters dsmall � 0:2D, the range of the lock-in regime is also
increased with its onset occurring at smaller reduced velocities and
continuing on for larger reduced velocities, as compared to the case
without the upstream sphere. The type of vortex shedding modes do not
appear to be influenced by the presence of the small fixed sphere up-
stream.

Up to three times higher energy efficiencies were observed with the
fixed sphere upstream of the vibrating sphere. The highest energy effi-
ciency among the tested cases was 22%, which was observed for dsmall ¼
0:4D and xgap ¼ 0:1D. Also, a clear peak for energy efficiency in all tested
cases occurred at U*

R ¼ 5:4. Further tests should be conducted to firmly
establish these trends. Nevertheless, the presence of the small sphere
clearly increases the energy efficiency of VIV of a downstream sphere.
Finally, regression analysis was conducted to determine regression
equations for the relation between the studied parameters with dsmall and
xgap, which were also tested for two random cases, though further cases
are necessary to improve their accuracy.

Besides using different flow types including turbulent flow with
different Reynolds numbers, future studies may also consider variations
of other VIV parameters such as m*, ζ as well as an extended range of U*

R.
The shape or arrangement of the rigid-body may also be modified to
investigate whether the present conclusions for a sphere are also appli-
cable elsewhere such as for airfoils or for vortex bladeless aerogenerator
constraints. Moreover, the optimal form of shape and/or parameters may
be investigated for maximizing energy efficiency.
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5. Appendix

5.1. Numerical procedure

The numerical procedure adopted in the present study is summarized here. The following steps were undertaken:

1.Apply the initial and boundary conditions
2. Calculate the value of volume of solid (η) using sub-grid method.
3. Calculate the first intermediate velocity (u*) using eq. (4).
4. Solve the pressure Poisson equation and advance to the second intermediate velocity (u**) using eq. (5).
5. Calculate the virtual force (f*) and the flow velocities using eqs. (6) and (7).
6. Calculate the total force applied to the solid body using eq. (8).
7. Calculate the hydrodynamic force coefficients CD and CL.
8. Apply the rigid-body motion equations to find the velocities and displacements of sphere(s) using eq. (9).
9. Evaluate the VIV parameters: average drag coefficient (CD), root mean square of lift coefficient (CL;rms), frequency ratio (f *), amplitude ratio in the

transverse direction (A*
y) and energy efficiency (E).
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